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Abstract

The ISS provides a unique opportunity to develop the technologies and operational capabilities neces-
sary to assemble future large space telescopes that may be used to investigate planetary systems around
neighboring stars. Assembling telescopes in space is a paradigm-shifting approach to space astronomy.
Using the ISS as a testbed will reduce the technical risks of implementing this major scientific facility,
such as laser metrology and wavefront sensing and control (WFSC). The Optical Testbed and Integra-
tion on ISS eXperiment (OpTIIX) will demonstrate the robotic assembly of major components, including
the primary and secondary mirrors, to mechanical tolerances using existing ISS infrastructure, and the
alignment of the optical elements to a diffraction-limited optical system in space. Assembling the optical
system and removing and replacing components via existing ISS capabilities, such as the Special Purpose
Dexterous Manipulator (SPDM) or the ISS flight crew, allows for future experimentation and repair, if
necessary. First light on ISS for OpTIIX, a small 1.5 meter optical telescope, is planned for 2015. In ad-
dition to demonstration of key risk-retiring technologies, the OpTIIX program includes a public outreach
program to show the broad value of ISS utilization.
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